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FOREWORDFOREWORD
This is a time of many firsts at Sunaparanta. We have given life to a long-term dream of
my parents and Founders Dipti & Dattaraj V. Salgaocar with our newly launched
Sunaparanta Art Initiator Lab (SAIL). Mentoring has been a core of our Foundation that,
since our inception, has created a space from where critical practices can be nurtured.
As we strengthen our dedication towards building the creative capacities of this region,
we embark on this journey with our inaugural edition of 16 candidates to the programme.
 
Our partnership with the Corona Quilt Project marks another milestone and an indicator
of our ongoing dedication towards socially engaged and collaborative art practice and
research. What started as a local project has now turned into a transnational initiative
tweaking the interest of people from different corners of the world who are joining our
campaign and sharing their stories of love and hope that will form part of a collective and
inclusive archive of this time.
 
For our team at Sunaparanta, Goa: A Time That Was has been our labour of love.
Conceptualised in 2019 and slated to open in 2020, we have watched this show mold
itself into what you see today. Three photographic projects by three artists take us on a
journey of Goa’s past and present. The exhibition provides a dystopic vision into how
specific moments in time impacted identity and offers possibilities of re-negotiation.
 
The works in this exhibition tug at the relationship between our personal memories and
collective histories. It details our association with place and its inextricable links to our
culture and identities. More poignantly, these three stories of home remind me of the
Goa that I grew up with and the idea of Goa that I (and we) all love. Colere in Latin refers
to the action of tending the ground. Just like the earth needs nurturing so it can grow, so
also the places we live in and make our home. This way, when we hear the sound of the
shutter, it won’t remind us of things that have passed us forever, but of what could be, as
we look ahead.
 
Isheta Salgaocar, Patron
Sunaparanta Goa Centre for the Arts



GOA: A TIME THAT WASGOA: A TIME THAT WAS  
This exhibition begins as an inquiry into our relationship with place. It seeks to
understand whether this connection is formed out of memories that are shared and
passed on across generations. It looks at how memory functions as a catalyst that builds
community, shapes values and nurtures belonging. It examines how (if at all) this
connection is viable. By way of rupture – disconnecting emotion from memory – it dips
into the reservoir of the past and unsettles our reading of it. 

Within the geographic latitudes of Goa, three artists take the photographic record as their
point of departure. Photographs are repositories of memories. They are reminders of our
past, of how we have been affected by it and what we have learnt from it. Inspected
through three separate moments in history, the works in this show invite a relooking into
how we think about our past and how we remember it. Three instances experienced as
memorials take off from a utopic vision of a time gone by. But through their elaborations,
they present a dilemma. Memory, sadly, is distorted. It struggles with forgetfulness. We
never truly recollect our past because we keep leaving things out. How, then, can we
challenge or salvage memory? Can we re-engage with that former moment in time and
un-learn the story as it was/has been repeatedly transmitted, validated or dismissed? 

In Goa: A Time That Was, emerging artist & film-maker Ipshita Maitra, photographer &
writer Waswo X. Waswo and architect & historian Dr. Vishvesh Prabhakar Kandolkar,
present us with three social and cultural moments of life in Goa. The stories they recite
begin as ‘documents’ – as visual traces of that specific period in time. But as the
narratives unfold, we witness an entangling of personal memories. New sentiments
permeate the pictorial testament and drama, romance, nostalgia, grief seep into the
visual field. 

The artists invite us to enter their stories, and from this present looking back, they
provide us with a view from the outside. As we peep in, we may look from different
angles. The three histories meet. Time and place turn amorphous. What will remain of
our attachments, ideals and imaginations? 



place as transitory 
Ipshita Maitra presents two collections (Lost Addresses and Once Was Home) that
interrogate into the alterations in the ethnographic, ancestral, geographic landscape. Six
homes and their guardians become the raconteurs in Lost Addresses. We step into
majestic mansions and waltz through palatial corridors. Like children we follow the
keepers who escort us through endless corridors and rooms filled with antique
mahogany, chandeliers of Belgian crystal, porcelain china, family portraits. As we
saunter, they take us on their journeys and we meet the possesions that adorn the
houses. As the bearers recreate a life that was, we fade into a time warp. We fantasise a
place brimming with grandeur, rigour and vitality. As the tale ends, we are left with
silence. The custodians struggle to keep their stories alive, but we see the cracks. We
peel through the shiny layers and watch with frailty as the households begin to crumble.
What will happen when the soul of the person inhabiting, and protecting the home is no
more? When the present and future generation takes over, will the structure have the
same resonance? What happens when a culture turns perverse and no longer has the
same values and attachments as their forbearers? 

With Once Was Home, Maitra chronicles the changes that local Goan villages are
presently undergoing. The physical alterations in the landscape are captured and printed
using historical and alternative photographic processes, rarely visible today. Through a
visual archive of places in transition, the work tries to quantify loss of things once loved –
the chapel, the fields, the abandoned house. Incorporating techniques like the cyanotype
and Vandyke Brown chemistry processes that are near extinction, the works also
preserve the memory of disintegrating places. The photographs, blurry from over-
exposure are ripped apart, dismembered and then reassembled with metal mesh and
thread. The collection is experienced either through lightboxes, encased in containers,
framed or juxtaposed within metaphoric scenes. In their frail condition, the works
desperately try to hold on to something that is intangible but irreplaceable. 

place as paradise 
In his 2-part series Remembrances and Longtimers, Waswo X. Waswo recollects the
years he spent in Goa. A deeply personal narrative, he brings together two distinct styles
– contemporary miniature painting and hand-coloured photographs – to show us how two
very different worlds (the hippies and local Goans) collided and coexisted. Goa is ripe
with stories of foreign travellers frequenting its shores from the ‘70’s in search of a
promised paradise. They were looking for an idyllic place and a vision of life that they
believed could only be found (if at all) here. 



With Remembrances these two parallel realities converge – the outsiders settling down
and making a life in Goa. Monochromatic photographs depicting rural scenes are
punctuated with two miniature figures painted on to the image. The juxtaposition is
awkward, yet humorous. Waswo puts himself smack inside the frame, and we see him
with Tommy, his partner. We watch the two lovers as they gaze into the mundanity of
village life, gazing into the fields, sitting perched atop a wall looking at the house they
used to live in. From afar, we can hear the breeze of the ocean and the swirling of waves
that hit the shore.

Longtimers are hand-painted photographs of the first bohemians to Goa. The portraits
have been taken five decades after the first hippie came to Anjuna in 1964 and put Goa
on the map (he was nicknamed Eight Finger Eddie because he only had eight fingers).
We are introduced to Don, Werner, Lucie, Vee, Sri Ram, Pedro and so many others. We
see them as they are today and we watch them transform into actors playing roles of
themselves. As characters posing, they show us how they wish to be remembered.
Waswo exaggerates the photographic document with the insertion of decorative props
that are evocative of studio portraiture. Through the performers, we re-live their vicarious
adventures, and remember a syncretic place where once such a vibrant subaltern culture
thrived. 

place as belonging 
This is Not the Basilica! is a site-specific work by Dr. Vishvesh Prabhakar Kandolkar. A
larger-than-life print carries the image of what resembles the exterior façade of a church.
A portion of the photo is obscured from view by a tarpaulin and woven palm fronds.
These coverings evoke local methods of safeguarding against the monsoons, where
contemporary plastic has taken over from leaves to protect buildings. Beneath the layers,
we recognize the church as the Basilica of Bom Jesus, constructed between 1594-1605,
exclusively to house the relics of Goencho Saib (Goa’s patron saint, Francis Xavier). The
Basilica is one of the few surviving monuments in the old city, a reminder of its Iberian
links and Goa’s maritime networks with the rest of the world. It is a beacon of the
Baroque style that flourished in the state and is regarded as an archetype combining
Indo-Portuguese aesthetics. As a place of ceremony and ritual, it continues to be
celebrated as a living site. Today, it is regarded as part of Goan identity having been
appropriated into secular life and mainstream culture. 



Kandolkar’s gesture is deliberate. It critiques colonial-era restoration efforts where
monuments were stripped of any external plaster so that they appeared older than they
were in an effort to extend the antiquity and lineage of the Portuguese empire.
Kandolkar’s works do not only cast a critical gaze upon history. His intent is also to
apprehend contemporary conservation efforts that continue to endanger the Basilica.
Alongside the main pictorial component, he presents archival footage, newspaper
clippings, lithographs, and advertisements to show the recurring (mis)representation of
the church. This discord has severe repercussions on the life of the Basilica that is slowly
eroding due to adverse climate conditions. Kandolkar’s proposition is to incorporate
indigenous craftsmanship, knowledge and skill through the use of gesso and palm-leaf
architecture. The technique would not only prolong the life of the monument but would
restore Goan legitimacy over its own architectural legacy.

                                                          ∼∼∼∼∼∼∼

As the drama of these moments unravel, as we step deeper into the relics of that time
that was, our memories resurface: we reflect upon how neighbourhoods undergoing
systemic transformation is marginalising local inhabitants and culture (Ipshita Maitra), or
how ideal visions of a place that once promised an alternative and isolated life are being
compromised (Waswo X. Waswo) and reminisce how much of Goan identity is still
connected to its Iberian links (Dr. Vishvesh Prabhakar Kandolkar). The past, no matter
how conflictual, must be remembered. Because every time we look back, new lessons
emerge and the story replenishes. When this happens, there is space for renewal as we
move towards our future. 

Leandré D’Souza
Curator, Sunaparanta Goa Centre for the Arts
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This 2-part collection developed almost concurrently, along the same timeline in my
life. Marking my foray into choosing both a new home ground and a new form of
expression, I think it is possible the themes emerged from a deep subconscious /
unconscious well that was both trying to find and question identity. 

How do our environments affect us? How attached are we to our visual tapestries?
Who are we without nostalgia, and thus memory?

How is memory affected by time, and the difference between a time that dissolves
very quickly, and time that is held static with a resolute longing.

How do all of these factors affect who or rather what we are as people within these
timelines, and is the fragmented self that has known loss, lesser than the whole self
that laughs it off as a very distant possibility. 
 
Using the rather intimate space of home, both as a place of dwelling, a holder of
one’s soul if one may, and extending it to the larger concept of a neighbourhood, a
community, which one inhabits by way of affinity, the collections draw attention to a
systemic erosion of cultural and ethnic identity & a gradual gentrification that is
taking place in Goa as an offshoot of rampant linear redevelopment.

What began as reactionary photographs taken in an exploratory format, eventually
went through the process of individualisation by becoming handmade emulsions and
prints to extract their subliminal essence. 

Then internal emotions of feeling torn, boxed, re pieced, objectified were given a raw
physicality as that’s exactly what I did to my whole beautiful prints that were made
with so much labour, before collaging them back in an askew manner - a metaphor
for the fact that even if one does piece all the pieces together, it is not the same
whole. 

A certain fragility, that of memory as transient and fleeting marks the form. This
coupled with an abstraction alludes to the space of warm familiarity being replaced
with a distant anonymity.

Conservation is key.
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Waswo x. waswo
Longtimers & Remembrances

Rajesh Soni

Werner and Daniela

This exhibition is the recollection of a vague memory. It is part myth, part reality, and part
dream. The artist and writer, Waswo X. Waswo, first came to Goa in 2001. He and his
partner, Tommy, were travellers at that point in time, having abandoned their American
homeland with intentions to never return. Asia had called them, and India in particular.
Goa was the final stop on their first journey, as a duo, through Delhi, Rajasthan and
Mumbai. They hadn’t expected to stay for two months, but they did. They rented a
cottage on “Cliffside”, which at the time was still the quietest and most picturesque part
of the still shanti village of Arambol; soon falling in love with the beach, the ocean, and
unhurried village ways. Both of them had been hippies in their youth, but they had
missed the peak psychedelic heyday of Arambol’s early “counter-culture” community.
They heard stories: of bathing in the sweet lake naked before the villagers had yet
learned to care, of days when the village had no seaside shacks selling food, and hippies
had to barter for fish curry rice from happy-to-cook village matrons. While those days
were long gone, Waswo and Tommy soon scratched out their own tales in the shifting
sands near the Arabian Sea.



They rented a small house for 2,500 rupees a month. This Portuguese-style cottage was a
very short walk to the beach and enjoyed a garden, an almond tree, and six coconut palms.
They lived there in season, six months a year, until Waswo made the shift to Udaipur, in
Rajasthan, where he continues to live and work to this day. Tommy remained to enjoy and
thrive in the small tile-roofed house for another ten years. During that time, the landlord
never raised the rent.

Times changed, and Tommy moved to Bangkok, breaking his decade-old affair with Goa.
“The place is becoming unbearable,” he moaned. “It is all development and money now. The
villagers no longer have time to chat. One day you wake up and realize the villagers no
longer smile. Your paradise is gone.”

In 2015 Waswo made a brief return to Arambol, where he photographed a few of the hippie
“longtimers” that still made the village their home. He stuck to his usual style, making
imitation vintage studio shots, complete with painted backdrops. These he digitally printed in
black and white, and then asked Rajesh Soni, his artistic collaborator for over sixteen years,
to add the colours by paint and brush. Rajesh is a third-generation photo hand-colourist from
Udaipur. With his tints and well-practiced hand, he added the magic to Waswo’s
photographs, one at a time.

Mohamed Saskia



SailorVee

Included in this exhibition are a few purely black and white shots Waswo made in 2006
with a simple Nikon KoolPix. On some, his other collaborator, R. Vijay, a skilled miniature
painter, has added the cartoonish insertions of Tommy and Waswo, or “Kaka” and
“ChaCha” as the Arambol locals once knew them. The duo seems to appear from our
present, or a future time. Like many “longtimers” they gaze lovingly back at a past that
had united them, and a landscape and people they will never forget. 

Waswo X. Waswo is represented by Gallery Latitude 28, New Delhi.



Don



Sri RamAuke and Dorothea



Remembrances

Remembrances



Remembrances



DR. VISHVESH PRABHAKAR KANDOLKAR
This is Not the Basilica!
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The works presented in the gallery are a part of Dr. Vishvesh Prabhakar Kandolkar's
ongoing research on the afterlife of the Basilica of Bom Jesus, a sixteenth century
religious building that is still in use. The Basilica – which houses the relics of St. Francis
Xavier (1506-1552) – is one of the few surviving monuments from the fabled period of
Old Goa and an emblem of Indo-Portuguese aesthetics. Despite its iconic status, the
present conservation method (where monuments are maintained as “relics” of the
Portuguese empire), is endangering the Basilica.

Meant to mirror this current state of affairs is a site-specific installation titled, This is Not
the Basilica!. In this work, a larger-than-life print of the Basilica is hidden behind a
scaffolded protective covering of palm fronds. For Goa, where the monsoons are
becoming increasingly torrential, the installation plays with multiple connections and
memories of Goan architecture in the rains. But, more importantly, the installation is a
commentary on the fragility of leaving the not-so-long-ago-plastered Basilica exposed.



Today, a generation of Goans have grown accustomed to seeing the Basilica’s exposed
laterite walls, but this is not the way the building was designed, nor indeed the way it
looked until about 70 years ago.

It was the former Director of the Department of Monuments in Portugal – architect-
restorer, Baltazar da Silva Castro – appointed by the colonial government to Goa, who in
the 1950s brought about the dramatic transformation of the external appearance of the
Basilica by having the external plaster removed and leaving the underlying laterite stone
exposed. The deterioration of the Basilica that has ensued is the theme of the second
installation, Weather the Basilica?, which is meant to reflect the historical timeline of the
monument and its appearance. The third installation, (T)here is the Basilica – a collection
of various media – shows how the building has become a part of popular culture. 

Together, the three installations demonstrate that architecture is not just about buildings.
Rather, the built form goes beyond function to also perform as a representation and
symbol of identity. For instance, even as the Basilica portrayed a grand Portuguese
empire by evoking the notion of Goa Dourada in the early modern period and after, its
iconicity in popular media (be it photographs, illustrations, and Republic Day floats), has
been employed in marking Goa’s difference from the rest of India even today.

Kandolkar would like to acknowledge the contribution of the following people: Pingal
Prakash Mashelkar, Lester Silveira, Fleur D’Souza, Dr. R. Benedito Ferrão and
Krishnadas Shama State Central Library.

Bom Jesus in Mattress Advt, 1974 Goa Today Oct., 1966



Rain in the Basilica

UNESCO declares Bom Jesus and other churches
in Old Goa as World Heritage Site

Removal of external render (plaster) of Bom Jesus
ordered by Baltazar da Silva Castro

Major renovation of the church, including addition of
three supporting buttress walls on the north

Expulsion of Jesuits from Goa

Installation of Florentine Marble Pedestal, that was
gifted by the Grand Duke of Tuscany (Medici)

Addition of the chapel dedicated to St. Francis
Xavier in Bom Jesus

Transfer of the Body of St. Francis Xavier from St.
Paul’s College to the Basilica of Bom Jesus

Construction and consecration of the Basilica 

2020:

1986: 

1950: 

1860: 

1759: 

1697-1698: 

1659: 

1624: 

1587-1605:

Weather the Basilica?
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Sunaparanta Goa Centre for the Arts is a not-for-
profit, process-based arts initiative founded by Dipti

and Dattaraj V Salgaocar. It encourages creation,
learning, understanding, appreciation and

enjoyment of the multi-disciplinary art forms
through outreach and dialogue in Goa.
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